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week in review  - headlines

"behold, I come; in the scroll of the book it is 
written of me." psa 40:7

Chilling advice for Putin: You can save Russia, crush 
West, with nukes
That frightening document, which published in late 
June, goes on for another 2,900 words to conclude using 
“God’s weapon of Armageddon” will prevent – not create 
– a worsening crisis in Europe.

Col. Douglas Macgregor warns the US ‘may not make it’ 
to the 2024 presidential election
Before moving on to his analysis, in which he argues 
that due to political and economic conditions that the 
next presidential election may not take place, the 
brief video opens with a recently released recording of 
President Donald Trump.

Pope Francis picks notorious pro-LGBT clerics to 
participate in October Synod on Synodality
As such, a differentiation can be observed between the 
delegates chosen by their own local churches or 
bishops’ conferences to participate in the Synod, and 
those personally picked by Pope Francis.

CDC Has ‘Lost All Credibility,’ Lawmaker Says as Agency 
Pushes ‘Chestfeeding’
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
guidance for transgender individuals seeking to 
“chestfeed” their infants has some lawmakers concerned 



that the agency is prioritizing politics before 
patients’ health.

‘America’s Darkest Secret’: Sex Trafficking, Child 
Abuse, & The Biden Administration 
The criminal practice of trafficking and abusing 
hundreds of thousands of migrant children who cross the 
southern border is now, thanks to the open-border 
policy of the Biden Administration, apparently “normal” 
inside the US:

Church of England Torn Between Liberals Who Embrace Gay 
Wedding and Conservatives Who Reject It – Archbishop of 
Canterbury, Justin Welby, Takes Responsibility for 
Steep Decline in Attendance
The Church of England (CoE) and the greater Anglican 
community is facing a dilemma: just how much should 
they embrace gay relationships? Should they ‘evolve’ 
with the times, or hold on to centuries of doctrine?

Solar maximum could hit us harder and sooner than we 
thought. How ...
This period of increased activity, known as solar 
maximum, is also a potentially perilous time for Earth, 
which gets bombarded by solar storms that can disrupt 
communications, damage power infrastructure, harm some 
living creatures (including astronauts) and send 
satellites plummeting toward the planet.

World powers in rush to get killer robots on 
battlefield in AI arms race, as concerns grow they can 
turn on humans
Military forces around the globe are in a covert arms 
race to develop terrifying new AI weaponry, a new 



documentary exploring the future of artificial 
intelligence in battle reveals.

Biblical Prophecy: It Has Never Been More Vital That 
Churches Teach It, And Believers Understand It
It’s not just the convergence of a host of prophetic 
signs that make it so, but the existential dangers to 
our lives and livelihood that threaten everyone. I have 
watched recordings from the World Economic Forum (WEF) 
meetings during which time the elite talk openly about 
the need to drastically reduce the world’s population.

Britain Announces AI Rollout for Its Socialized 
Healthcare System.
Britain’s National Health Service (NHS) is turning to 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and “robotic process 
automation” to shorten growing hospital waiting lists 
and ease pressures created in part by mass migration. 
Prime Minister Rishi Sunak claims the reforms will make 
the socialized healthcare system “fit for the future”.

Canadian health agency includes pro-euthanasia 
slideshow in pension packages to seniors
…Included in the slideshow was text on “expressions of 
wanting to die,” saying that it could be used to 
“promote a sense of control” as well as talk of being 
able to die by euthanasia in only a “day.” British 
Columbia has seen a 24% increase in medical assistance 
in dying (MAiD). In total, some 2,515 people died from 
MAiD in 2022 alone in British Columbia.

This Harvard Professor Believes He’s Found Pieces Of 
“Alien Technology” In The Waters Off Of Papua New 
Guinea



Harvard professor Avi Loeb believes he may have found 
fragments of alien technology from a meteor that landed 
in 2014. Loeb’s team brought the materials back for 
analysis. U.S. Space Command confirms with almost near 
certainty, 99.999%, that it came from another solar 
system.

84% Jabbed Peru Declares Health Emergency After 
Guillain-Barre Outbreak
A health emergency has been declared in Peru amidst a 
Guillain-Barre syndrome outbreak. Guillain-Barre 
syndrome is a rare and dangerous neurological disorder, 
the increased development of which has been linked 
directly to COVID jabs. In Peru, more than 84% of 
citizens are reported to be “fully vaccinated” against 
COVID-19, raising the specter that the country’s 
embrace of the jab could be behind the Guillain-Barre 
outbreak.

AGENDA 2030: The USDA Approves Bill Gates Lab-Grown 
‘Frankenfood’ Meat As Our Global Society Lurches Ever 
Forward Into A Dystopian Abyss 
Phase 2 of the Great Reset continues to go forward 
quite nicely as key elements of the soon-coming UN 
Agenda 2030 are locking into place. One of the things 
so despised by our New World Order masters are things, 
like food items, that God has created for us to eat and 
enjoy, are being replaced with disgusting Frankenfood 
made in a test tube. What’s on the menu in the kingdom 
of Antichrist? Test-tube chicken, test-tube steak, 
cricket flour and all sorts of creeping things.

WEF collaborators want to threaten us to ensure 
compliance with their climate change goals 



World Economic Forum (“WEF”) collaborators discussed 
using central bank digital currencies (“CDBCs”) to 
control what people purchase.  Not to be outdone in 
dictating to the world, “climate change” cultists 
discussed whether to threaten or incentivise people to 
“comply” with climate goals.  Unsurprisingly, the use 
of threats was preferred to ensure obedience.

Four in 10 Brown University students claim they’re 
LGBTQ, confirming massive leftist social contagion and 
brainwashing 
When the “LGBTQ” movement began in earnest a few years 
ago, the globalist left ensured that it infected every 
corner of Western civilization and society, and now, 
their effort to tear away huge chunks of traditional 
values has proven successful. This is especially true 
on college and university campuses, where fads like 
this become all the rage and infect entire student 
bodies.

Academy of Breastfeeding Medicine: “Inducing Lactation 
May Present More of a Challenge for Transgender 
Individuals.” — CDC Highlights Stunning Scientific 
Discoveries From Clown World in Official Handout
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s 
“Health Equity Considerations” handout is an exercise 
of insanity — reminding anyone who’s willing to listen 
that an “individual does not need to have given birth 
to breastfeed or chestfeed.”

Not Science Fiction: Neuralink Brain Chip Implant To 
Begin In-human Clinical Study
Here is something else that used to be science fiction 
— brain implants. Wireless chips are being inserted 



into the brain allowing the person to control devices 
mentally. This is no longer science fiction.

Iran’s president: homosexuality will end ‘generation of 
human beings’
“The West today is trying to promote the idea of 
homosexuality and by promoting homosexuality they are 
trying to end the generation of human beings. “ He 
added “The Western countries try to identify 
homosexuality as an index of civilization, while this 
is one of the dirtiest issues.”

Did aliens prevent nuclear war? Former NASA astronaut 
claims they did
Mitchell, the sixth man to set foot on the moon, was 
interviewed back in 2016, where he admitted to being 
convinced of the existence of aliens and extensively 
spoke about claims that aliens have visited Earth. In 
that conversation with the Daily Mirror, he raised the 
astonishing claim that aliens were responsible for 
preventing a nuclear war between the United States and 
the Soviet Union during the peak tension of the Cold 
War.

forgive me for the length, but it is getting harder and 
harder to cram headlines from a week into one day.  
pray.  our Lord cometh!


